
Year 2 Parent Meeting



Year 2
Year 2 is an important year for children.

They become more independent as they learn to apply skills without being guided as much by an adult.

At the end of the year children are given a level to show whether they have met what would be expected of an 
‘average’ 7 year old. This is done through a mixture of test papers (quizzes) and teacher assessment.

This is to help schools know what they need to teach children next in Year 3. This information is reported to help 
parents know how well that school is doing in preparing children for tests. 



Year 2 SATS

Year 2 SATS are statutory but teacher assessment also forms a 
large part of the judgement. 

The outcome of these ‘tests’ will be recorded and they will be used to form part of 
the overall judgment. Every piece of work your child has completed this year will 

be taken in to consideration when making an overall judgement.

As the children are so young, every effort will be made to make sure that they do 
not feel under any pressure or stress. 



What assessments will my child do?

We are required by the government to assess all children against a national framework to establish their attainment towards the end of Year Two.  

The subjects that we are required to assess are: 

Maths - tests

Reading - tests

Science – no test (teacher assessment only)

The children will be assessed against key objectives from the curriculum which the children have been following since Year One. The results will be given as a 
scaled score which will result in the children being placed in one of three main categories:  

Working Towards the Expected Standard

Working At the Expected Standard 

Working At Greater Depth within the Expected Standard

Please note that, for Science, the only category available is ‘Working At the Expected Standard’ or ‘working below’ therefore children will simply be assessed as to 
whether they have, or have not, reached this standard.



How and when SATs will be completed

SATs will run throughout the month of May. The precise days of the tests varies from school to 
school as we are given a greater degree of flexibility than KS2 SATs. 

They will be completed at some point between 1st May 2022 and 26th May 2023.

The children will complete the tests in small groups with the class teacher and other members of 
staff that they know. They will have regular breaks and snacks to keep them going. We will refer 
to them as quizzes, rather than tests.



Year 2 SATs booklets…

Compulsory

Compulsory
Optional



Reading Paper 1 
30 minutes approximately

✓20 marks 

Likely to be a mix of fiction and non-fiction.

Children to read and answer questions which are either multiple choice or they will be asked to 
write a short phrase or sentence. 

Later questions involve children making inferences.

Retrieve by using the text to find the answers.



Reading Paper 2 
40 minutes approximately

✓20 marks 

All children will sit a 2nd reading paper which will contain a longer,

more challenging text.

They will be given 2 booklets – 1 with the text they’ll need to read, 1 with 
questions in. 

Likely to be fiction and non-fiction.

Questions will focus on 2 main areas of KS1 reading – explaining their

understanding of the words they’ve read and retrieving information from the text.



How can you help at home?
Read your child’s school reading book with them each night and ask them questions 
about the text. Mix it up by asking questions after each page but sometimes at the end 
of the whole book or chapter.

Encourage your child to read anything and everything; sign posts, adverts, 
magazine/newspaper articles, a recipe book etc.

Ask your child comprehension questions about books/stories you have read to them or 
about films/TV programmes they have watched (see VIPERS poster to help with this)



Arithmetic Paper 
20 minutes approximately

✓25 marks

✓

Children are given various calculations to work out with space for jottings 

The questions rely on children’s basic  knowledge of number facts.

Later questions will involve division and fractions.



Maths Reasoning Paper 
35 minutes approximately

✓35 marks 

Each question comes with a context and a drawing or diagram.

Questions require either a tick in a  box, writing a short answer 

or selecting an answer. 

Later questions will require the children to show how they would 

work out an answer. 



How can you help at home?

Revise and recall times tables both in order and out of order.

Counting in 2s, 5s, and 10s but not always from 0.

1, 11, 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71, 81, 91, 101

Addition, subtraction and fractions 

Real life maths e.g. baking, number lines/scales, shapes, time and money



Writing and Science
Ongoing teacher assessment, no formal tests. 

End of year judgements will be based on the work completed throughout the year. 
Judgments will again be moderated by the local authority. 



Revision Guides Available

CGP → school have purchased these books for your child. You can 
take them away with you today.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-1-tests
For past papers

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/key-stage-1-tests


Reporting Results 
Tests marked by the teacher and judgements moderated by the local authority. 

Convert the test scores into a ‘standardised score’ using the government provided document. 

Conversion tables are not usually released until June.



Following on from SATs
You will be informed of your child's results in their school report at the end of 
the year.

Phonics assessment results will also be found on your child’s report


